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Providence Health Care Celebrates Research Week
Read about UBC’s Celebrate Research Week, PHCRI’s Research Day and some highlights of the Providence Health
Care Research Institute Over the Years
See story
story on
on page
page 53
See
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C aring
Hearts
The purpose of this email is to
give some brief feedback on
my one-day stay at the Heart
Centre at St. Paul’s Hospital
on January 27.
I had an angiogram. I
was very impressed with
the level of care provided to
me. I am not exaggerating
when I say that all of the
hospital personnel I came
in contact with were very
caring, professional and most
importantly to me, cheerful.
I did not get a chance to
thank everyone and would
be pleased if this message
could be communicated in
some way to all of the staff
in the Heart Centre. They are
to be congratulated for their
exemplary service.
Thanks again, Craig
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Providence and St. Michael’s Enter New Relationship

Providence Health Care
and St. Michael’s Centre
(SMC) in Burnaby have
entered into a joint
working relationship that
will see PHC provide
operational leadership to
SMC.
SMC is governed by
a Board representing
the Catholic, Anglican
and United Church
congregations. It has 128
complex residential care
beds and 16 hospice beds.
It is located in Burnaby
and receives funding for its
operations from the Fraser
Health Authority.
“In September
2011, Providence was
approached by the
Board of Directors of
St. Michael’s in Burnaby
to explore a strategic
partnership,” says Dianne
Doyle, PHC President and
CEO.
“PHC and SMC now
have an agreement
whereby St. Michael’s
Centre has contracted
management services

from Providence Health
Care. This agreement
took effect January 15th,
2012. As the PHC Chief
Executive Officer (CEO), I
will be accountable to the
St. Michael’s Centre Board
of Directors and, with a
senior operations leader,
will be required to meet
SMC’s budget, service
delivery and operational

requirements to meet the
needs of SMC’s residents
and patients.”
A recruitment effort
is underway for a full
time permanent senior
operations leader for SMC.
This individual will be an
employee of PHC but will
be accountable for the
day-to-day operations
of SMC. The senior
operations leader will
report directly to David
Thompson, vice president
Seniors Care and Clinical
Support Services and
will ideally be in place by
mid-March 2012.
“This arrangement
builds on the strong faithbased traditions and values
of both organizations,” says
Thompson. “Providence’s
approach to innovative
care and research
excellence in seniors and
end-of-life care will ensure

residents of SMC will
benefit from the latest
best practices, delivery
and knowledge in care.”
Thompson adds
this is an opportunity
for Providence to serve
another community,
allowing PHC to
strengthen our mission.
“We know that the
solutions to overcome
BC’s health care challenges
must have a foundation
of collaboration and
partnerships with key
stakeholders,” says
Thompson. “Providence
will continue to look
for these kinds of
opportunities where
they make sense and
effectively address
the ongoing needs of
patients, residents and
communities.”

Long Service Awards for PHC Staff
In January and February, PHC’s Mission,
Ethics & Spirituality proudly coordinated
Long Service Award celebrations
organization wide. A total of 553 staff
and physicians were recognized for their
service. For 10, 15 and 20 years’ honorees,
site-specific celebrations were held.

Recipients were awarded individually
with a gift, followed by a coffee, tea and
cake reception. For 25, 30, 35 and 40 year
recipients, a dinner and awards evening
was held in downtown Vancouver.
Congratulations and a huge thank you to
all who were honoured.
(left) Langara
Residence staff and
leaders celebrated
being recognized
for their 10, 15, 20,
25, 30 and 35 years
of long service with
PHC.
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Celebrating Research at Providence Health Care and UBC
Each year, Providence Health Care Research
Institute (PHCRI) takes part in the University of
British Columbia’s Celebrate Research Week. From
March 2 to 9, 2012, Celebrate Research Week will
showcase various types of research emerging across
the university and its affiliated teaching hospitals.
PHCRI will be participating this year with two
special events:

Over the years, researchers
at Providence have worked
tirelessly to improve the health
outcomes and treatment of
patients and residents at

From Asthma to Stem Cell Transplantation
to Spinal Cord Injury: The Latest Research in
Regenerative Medicine
Wednesday, March 7 from 7-8:45 pm at
Paetzold Lecture Theatre, Vancouver General
Hospital – this free event is open to the public,
and is co-sponsored by Providence Health Care
Research Institute, Vancouver Coastal Health
Research Institute, Child and Family Research
Institute and the UBC Faculty of Medicine. If you
are interested in the developments and use of
regenerative medicine research at UBC and would
like to know more about the event or the topic,
contact research@vch.ca.
8th Annual PHCRI Research Day: Putting
Evidence into Practice
Monday, March 5 – The Research Institute has
invited Dr. Carole Estabrooks from the University
of Alberta, School of Nursing to deliver a talk on
knowledge translation. Carole Estabrooks has been
a member of the faculty and principal investigator
of the Knowledge Utilization Studies Program at
U of A since 1997. She holds a Canada Research
Chair (2005-2015) in Knowledge Translation (http://
www.chairs.gc.ca/). Her research focuses on basic
and applied aspects of inquiry in the knowledge
translation and knowledge/research utilization
fields. Guests will also have the opportunity to

Photo from the 2011 Providence Health Care Research Day.

Providence Health Care.

Facts about PHC
Research Institute
Clinical research programs
began to emerge at St. Paul’s
Hospital in the 1960s and ‘70s.
Since then, milestones have
‘included:
•

interact with representatives from PHCRI’s research
centres and other research programs at the event.
Providence Health Care Research Institute and
PHC Wish All the Best to Yvonne Lefebvre
Over the years, researchers at Providence
have worked tirelessly to improve the health
outcomes and treatment of patients and residents
at Providence Health Care. PHCRI continues to
support relevant, inspired and ethical research and
to explore new opportunities, taking research at
Providence to new heights.
Since its establishment in 2004, PHCRI has
grown under the leadership of Dr. Yvonne Lefebvre,
President of the Institute and VP, Research and
Academic Affairs at PHC. On August 31, 2012, Dr.
Lefebvre will be retiring from her role. Her vision and
guidance have spawned many accomplishments for
the institute, including:
•
•
•
•

Regional partnerships and networks.
Furthering the integration of care, research and
teaching at PHC.
Amalgamation of support services for research.
Enhancement to PHC’s reputation for care
and research in its populations
of emphasis, such as heart and
lung health, HIV/AIDS, seniors
care, pulmonary, renal diseases,
mental health, urban health and
addictions.
Dr. Lefebvre’s colleagues at
Providence and the Institute wish
her all the best as she moves
forward to new endeavours.
Information on PHCRI and its
affiliated research centres and
hospital programs are available on
www.providenceresearch.ca.

•

•

•

The establishment of
a Pulmonary Research
Laboratory in 1977,
which later became the
iCAPTURE Centre (now
the UBC James Hogg
Research Centre).
The formation of the
Canadian HIV Trials
Network in 1990.
The founding of the BC
Centre for HIV/AIDS in
1991.
The transition of the Health
Research Centre at St. Paul’s
Hospital into the Centre
for Health Evaluation
and Outcome Sciences
(CHEOS) in 1999.

In 2005, PHCRI was created
to facilitate and administer
research across all of Providence
Health Care.
Research at Providence is
aligned with the organization’s
six populations of emphasis:
heart and lung, kidney, HIV/
AIDS, mental health, aging, and
urban health.
Current statistics include:
• 145 PHCRI Investigators
(clinicians, researchers).
• 190 research trainees, 200
technical and IT staff &
clinical trial coordinators.
• Research is funded by
external granting agencies,
non-profit societies and
companies ($43.2M for
20010-11).
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Don’t be surprised if you
meet a four-legged tenant
in the halls of Honoria
Conway. Charlie, Kylie
and Little Bit have been
living at the residence just
as long as everyone else.
And while they can’t “talk”
per say, they will always
greet you with a warm
welcome.
This trio of furry
companions were brought
to Honoria Conway when
their respective owners
first moved in.
Charlie, a shih-tzu,
believes that he owns the
place and must defend it
from all other visiting dogs
by giving a little bark. He
is very lovable and sweet
and will happily greet
you when you enter the
residence. Charlie is a very
lucky dog. Recently, when

Kylie the schnauzer.
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RACE Program Wins IPAC/
Deloitte Public Sector
Leadership Award

EDEN
CORNER

Meet Honoria
Conway’s Furry
Residents
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Charlie the shih-tzu.

he was staying off-site with
some family members
for a few days, he got so
homesick that he ran away
one night. He walked and
walked, and got halfway
back to Honoria Conway
before being picked up
and brought home.
Little Bit is a tuxedo
cat, owned by Donna
Springman. We don’t see
too much of him, as he
prefers to stay in Donna’s
apartment. Little Bit knows
when Donna is sick and
keeps her warm by sitting
on her chest and cuddling
into her. When Donna is
feeling pain, Little Bit is
right there keeping her
company. Little Bit loves
Temptations kitty treats so
much that he will even go
into the trashcan to try to
retrieve the empty packet,
on occasion going so far
as to knocking the whole
thing over.
Kylie, is a sweet, gentle
schnauzer that loves
people. Owned by Carol
Delisle, Kylie seems to
have a coat for every kind
of weather, but the good
thing is, she doesn’t shed!
On her way in from her
evening walk, Kylie always

enjoys saying hello to a
regular group of Chinese
tenants. She was very shy
when she first arrived at
Honoria, but this certainly
isn’t the case anymore!
Having these pets
helps our seniors in many
ways. The dogs are walked
two or three times a day,
giving everyone exercise.
As the dogs socialize in
the neighbourhood, so do
their owners. Keeping pets
increases independence
as it requires the tenants
to be totally responsible
for the care and happiness
of this other being. These
animals are a great source
of love and companionship
for their owners as well as
being pet-therapy for the
other tenants, decreasing
isolation and loneliness
for all.

Little Bit, the
tuxedo cat.

The Rapid Access to Consultative Expertise (RACE)
program won bronze in the Health Care Leadership
category of the Institute of Public Administration of
Canada (IPAC)/Deloitte Public Sector Leadership Awards.
Providence Health Care RACE representatives Margot
Wilson and David Thompson accepted the award on
behalf of the RACE team at a ceremony in Toronto on
February 13.
The awards
recognize
organizations
that demonstrate
outstanding leadership
and innovative
approaches to
overcoming challenges
in fields such as health
care, education,
and governance,
particularly those that can be reproduced elsewhere.
RACE is a prototype program that developed from
a partnership between the Shared Care Committee
and Providence Health Care in Vancouver and is
designed to increase access to specialists and improve
communication and knowledge transfer between
different care providers.
Physicians in the Vancouver Coastal Health region
can phone a single number and provide information
regarding a patient’s condition and its apparent causes,
background information related to the patient’s
condition, and a request for recommendations on how
to proceed. Specialists then return calls within 2 hours,
often sooner, and provide callers with practical guidance
and advice regarding assessment, management and
treatment plans for their patients.
RACE is part of the Shared Care Committee’s
Partners in Care program (a joint project between the
General Practice Services Committee and the Specialist
Services Committee as directed by the Ministry of Health
and the BC Medical Association).
RACE serves as a model for similar systems being
developed across the province.
To watch a video on RACE, visit the Providence
Health Care YouTube channel at: www.youtu.be/
TQyKe0CKh_A.
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A Pounding Heart and Warm Feet Are Signs of New Life for This Heart Patient
The last thing Cam
Shuttleworth remembers
doing before he lost
consciousness was lying
down on his bed to rest
his aching shoulders.
Dressed and ready to leave
the house for another day
at work, Cam was hoping
for some much needed
relief from the soreness
that had been plaguing
him for the last few days.
He never made it to work.
Five days later, he woke
up on a hospital bed to
what he describes as an
endless nightmare. He had
suffered a massive heart
attack.
Not knowing that
he was experiencing
symptoms of a heart
attack, Cam had mistaken
his shoulder aches for
the residual pain he
occasionally experienced
from years of carrying
heavy equipment as
a videographer. An
angiogram test later
revealed that Cam’s
coronary arteries were
completely blocked and
had prevented his heart
from receiving oxygen-rich
blood, causing it to fail.
The damage to
his failed heart was so
extensive that Cam
had to be treated with
extracorporeal membrane
oxygenation (ECMO),
through a heart and
lung machine. Taking the
place of normal cardiac
functions, the heart and
lung machine removes
carbon dioxide from the
blood and replaces it with

oxygen before sending the
blood back in and around
the body. Shortly after, a
ventricular assist device
(VAD) - a mechanical
pump used to support
heart function and blood
flow in people who have
weakened hearts - was
implanted in Cam’s heart
while he was still in a
coma. The implanted VAD
was to serve as a bridge
to a much-needed heart
transplant that Cam had
been put on a waiting list
for.
With the support
of family, and St. Paul’s
Hospital staff, Cam
eventually worked his way
out of the nightmare. His
wife, Trish, tirelessly cared
for him as he recuperated
and ensured that he stuck
to a heart-healthy diet
that was low in sodium,
cholesterol and fat.
Alongside the efforts
of his loving wife, Cam
credits the Healthy Heart
Program at St. Paul’s
Hospital for jump-starting
his new lifestyle. Since
having a VAD implanted,
he has been participating
in the program which
provides heart patients
like him with rehabilitation
services such as risk factor
evaluation and education,
exercise prescription, and
depression management.
Known as a model
patient by his care team
at St. Paul’s Hospital, Cam
quit smoking, started
exercising and maintained
his sensible eating habits.
By the time he was due

Alongside the
efforts of his
loving wife,
Cam credits the
Healthy Heart
Program at
St. Paul’s
Hospital for
jump-starting his
new lifestyle.

for a heart transplant
six months after being
on the VAD, he felt
completely prepared
for the procedure. His
well-being also enabled
him to recover from the
transplantation quickly.
Recalling his first thoughts
after heart transplantation,
Cam says, “I could feel my
heart pounding. And for
the first time in years, my

feet were warm because
blood was flowing through
my body properly.” He had
never felt better.
With good health now
well within his grasp, Cam
expresses his gratitude by
giving back to the heart
community. Patient and
nurse educators from the
Heart Centre at St. Paul’s
Hospital often invite him
to share his experience
with other patients living
with implanted VADs or
those considering VADs.
Cam’s gratitude also
extends to the research
community. He currently
participates in key clinical
programs working towards
the development and
commercialization of
diagnostic tools to better
manage patients with
heart failure.
Being involved in
the Acute Heart Failure
program at the Centre
of Excellence for the

Prevention of Organ
Failure (PROOF Centre)
has Cam excited about
the prospect of using
simple blood tests to
achieve more accurate
prognoses for patients
facing the possibility
of VADs. At the same
time, Cam is looking
forward to the day
when his participation
in the Biomarkers in
Transplantation (BiT)
program at the PROOF
Centre will help implement
similar blood tests to
replace expensive and
painful biopsies - the
current method used to
determine if a transplant
recipient is experiencing
rejection. But for now, Cam
continues taking delight
in his renewed vitality,
playing a mean bass guitar
from time to time in an
eighties tribute band.

Heart patient Cam Shuttleworth works out in the Healthy Heart gym at St. Paul’s Hospital.
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Feast Success Rings in the Year of the Dragon
By all accounts, Tapestry
Foundation for Health
Care’s Scotiabank Feast
of Fortune on January
27 was a hit! More than
650 guests swelled the
ballroom at The Westin
Bayshore Hotel in
Vancouver to take part in
the Foundation’s grand
celebration of Chinese
New Year.
At the last tally, the
event raised more than
$410,000 for a pulmonary
function system, nerve
integrity monitor, and
additional sterilizer – items
urgently needed to
support expansion
of Mount Saint
Joseph Hospital’s
surgical program.
Vancouver
Courier columnist
Fred Lee, the
popular “Stepping
Out” personality on
CBC’s Early Edition,
expressed high
praise for the “littlegala-that-could”.

In five years, the
Scotiabank Feast of
Fortune has raised
more than $1.3 million
for priority equipment
needs at Mount Saint
Joseph Hospital. Feast
proceeds have also been
instrumental in the
development of new
services at the hospital
such as the Rapid Access

Breast Clinic and Heart and
Elder Care Ambulatory
Clinics.
Tapestry Foundation
is grateful to Scotiabank
for their long-standing
commitment as title
sponsor of the event, as
well as continued generous
support from Blundell
Seafoods Ltd., MCL Motor
Cars, and EVA Airways.
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St. Paul’s Shone During
2011 Lights of Hope

(From left to right) Chris Stepien, foundation director and event
committee co-chair; Patricia Yeo, event committee member;
Mrs. Anita Law, event committee co-chair; Sandra Heath, Board
Chair; Tapestry Foundation; Sing Yeo, foundation director and event
honorary chair; Ann Adams, CEO, Tapestry Foundation.

St. Paul’s Hospital Foundation thanks the
St. Paul’s Hospital family, the public and the
business community for supporting a successful
2011 Lights of Hope campaign.
Donors to this year’s campaign gave $2.27
million for our hospital’s greatest needs, surpassing
our goal of $1.9 million. Since 1998, this annual
holiday tradition has raised more than $18 million.
Thank you all for helping St. Paul’s Hospital
shine this year! Visit www.helpstpauls.com for more
information.

Get Fit and Do Good for St. Paul’s Hospital
St. Paul’s Hospital
Foundation is looking
for people to run, walk
and raise funds for St.
Paul’s Hospital during the
Scotiabank Vancouver
Half-Marathon & 5K
Charity Challenge on
Sunday, June 24, 2012.
Anyone is welcome to

join the St. Paul’s Hospital
Foundation team or create
their own fundraising
teams to support
world-leading care,
research and teaching at
St. Paul’s. Remember, you
can walk or run and the 5
km is a great alternative if
you’re not quite up for the

half-marathon!
Registration
is free for any
participants who
pledge to raise $100
or more for St. Paul’s
Hospital Foundation.
Visit www.
helpstpauls.com for
more information.

Run or Walk and
raise funds for
St. Paul’s Hospital!
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Clothing Depot at St. Paul’s Hospital Looks Out for Those in Need
Within the multitude
of programs at St. Paul’s
Hospital, is nestled a
vital, necessary and
compassionate program
called the Clothing Depot.
The Depot provides gently
used men’s and women’s
clothing, shoes and
accessories to patients in
need, especially to those
who are marginalized.
Staff or volunteers
request specific items on
behalf of a patient – perhaps
a warm coat, a belt or a pair
of pants. Rarely are these
requests turned down.
The Clothing Depot,
which has been running
for many years, exemplifies
PHC’s value of stewardship.
Providing much-needed
clothing for our patients

in need displays a shared
accountability for the wellbeing of our community.
Dedicated St. Paul’s
Hospital volunteers selflessly
give endless hours, washing,
labeling and organizing
donated items.
Recently, two groups
from the community
contributed their time and
talents to the Clothing
Depot. The intermediate
grades at St. Augustine’s
Elementary School held a
men’s jacket drive before
Christmas, collecting
over 20 items. Students
delivered and organized
the jackets in the Depot,
and learned more about
St. Paul’s Hospital through
a tour by Volunteer
Resources director, Carol

Students from St. Augustine’s participated in a collection for men’s
jackets before Christmas.

Dixon. This increased the
students’ awareness of social
responsibility, and the needs
of their local community.
As well, the Developmental Disabilities
Association (DDA) has
begun a partnership at St.

Paul’s Hospital where their
clients come in each week
to wash and prepare items
in the Depot. This has
greatly assisted staff in easily
finding the types of articles
they need, while giving the
DDA clients an opportunity

to work in the community.
During the colder times
of the year (which can
last right through April),
there is a particular need
for donations of warm
jackets, boots and other
winter clothing items. This
is a wonderful chance to
“give back” and make a
tremendous difference in
someone’s life.
If you have a donation,
would like to volunteer,
or simply would like more
information, contact Carol
Dixon at 604-806-9892 or
cdixon@providencehealth.
bc.ca. You can also visit the
Clothing Depot at Room
#275 in the Burrard Building
at St. Paul’s Hospital.

Generosity Brings Joy to IDC’s HIV Positive African Community
St. Paul’s Hospital’s
Immunodeficiency Clinic
(IDC) provides care to
over 1500 HIV-positive
individuals; some of
whom are recent African
immigrants and refugees. In
addition to her full-time role
as a social worker in the IDC,
Joanne Schwartz has been
facilitating an African HIV
self-management support
group for women, many of
whom have children and are
living in poverty.
Late last year in the
lead-up to the Christmas
holiday season, Joanne and
her colleagues at the IDC
decided that they wanted
to help out this particular
community. They reached

out to staff and friends
across Providence Health
Care, collecting gifts and
funds for the women and
children of the African
women’s group, as well as
the IDC.
Joanne was
overwhelmed by the
support of her PHC
community and by the joy
brought to this particular
community in time for the
holidays.
“Thank-you for all the
fantastic contributions
made to the HIV positive
African women and
children for Christmas.
Words cannot describe
the expression on the
children’s faces as they

opened their gifts and
cards!
“Many of these families
spent the last few years
in refugee camps and
did not have access to
food or medical care, let
alone Christmas gifts. This
overwhelming response
showed them how happy
we are to welcome them
into Canada as part of our
community.”
In addition to the
team members in the
IDC, Joanne would like to
extend a special thank-you
to Janice McGladrey and
the St. Paul’s Hospital
cardiac team, who rallied
to collect an unbelievable
number of gifts.

“You have truly
demonstrated the
Providence Health Care
vision of caring hearts,
creative souls and resource-

ful actions! Thank you!”
- from Joanne Schwartz,
Scott Harrison and the IDC
clinic’s HIV positive African
women’s group .

Staff at St. Paul’s Hospital’s Immunodeficiency Clinic with Christmas
gifts collected for the clinic’s HIV positive African women’s group.
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Car Swap on Easy Street
Renews Rehab Services

MSJ Emergency Staff Participate in
Hazardous Response Training

No two car models are
alike. But until you try
getting in and out of
a car with a walker or
wheelchair, you don’t
know just how different
they are.
In the rehab unit at
Holy Family Hospital,
occupational therapists
and physiotherapists take
patients through this
exercise every week. With
help from ICBC (Insurance
Corporation of British
Columbia) their patients
will soon practice this skill
on a newer model car on
Easy Street.
Easy Street is a
“simulated” community
at the hospital where
patients can practice
essential life skills after
they’ve had a stroke, or a
hip or knee replacement.
In this safe, realistic
environment they prepare
for everyday situations
such as grocery shopping,

In early February,
emergency staff at
Mount Saint Joseph
Hospital (MSJ) suited
up in hazardous
substance response
gear to decontaminate
(e.g. shower) one brave
volunteer “casualty”.
The weather was cool,
but spirits were high as
spectators came out to
support this proactive
team in their first-ever
decontamination drill. A
series of exercises over the
coming years at MSJ will
build upon learnings from
this drill.
Anyone who arrives at
an emergency department
contaminated by a toxic
substance must be
decontaminated before
they can be treated within
the walls of the facility.
While St. Paul’s Hospital
has experienced a few
mass decontamination
incidents (most notably
two Stanley Cup riots and
Exercise Gold rehearsals
prior to the 2010 Olympic
Games), this is a fairly new
protocol at MSJ and staff
are taking it in stride.
Under the guidance
of a BC Ambulance
hazardous substance
response trainer,
this exercise was an
opportunity for staff to
experience how it feels
to treat someone while
wearing a hazmat suit, as
well as to trial the logistical
plan for decontamination
at MSJ. This was the first
time the team set up

ATM banking, and getting
in and out of cars.
Upgrades to Easy
Street are now underway,
thanks to generous
support from key donors,
including funding from
an estate bequest and
the donation of a vehicle
from ICBC. On February
2, ICBC oversaw delivery
of a salvaged Toyota
Yaris, refitted specifically
for the project. Special
consideration was given
to the width of the door
opening, width of the
seats, head clearance,
and dashboard size, to
determine the best fit for
patients. The Yaris more
accurately reflects the
types of cars in current use
on the roads.
A grand re-opening
of Easy Street is being
planned for the spring. For
more information, contact
Tapestry Foundation at
604-877-8335.

Yolanda Bouwman, senior development manager, Major Gifts &
Planned Giving for Tapestry Foundation, and Jared Huber, manager,
Community Involvement, ICBC, were on hand for the Easy Street car
swap at Holy Family Hospital on February 2.

Staff participate in a decontamination exercise at Mount Saint
Joseph Hospital.

the privacy tent in the
canopied driveway outside
emergency, attached
the hose for the shower,
and used the supplies
necessary for an effective
hazardous substance
response.
The Ministry of Health
Services, BC Ambulance
Service and BC Health
Authorities are working
together to provide health
sector staff with education
and training on how to
manage between one
and five self-presenting,
chemically-contaminated
patients. Recognizing the
importance of staff safety

while providing optimal
care to patients, this
initiative builds capacity
within the health system
for the benefit of staff,
patients, visitors and the
facilities themselves.
Congratulations
to MSJ’s Emergency
Department nurse
educator, Jack Lan, and the
newly-trained Hazardous
Substance Response Team
at MSJ, for continuing
to improve PHC’s ability
to respond to complex
situations in the most
safe and effective ways
possible.
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Behind the Scenes with Emergency Preparedness Champions
Many people do not
give a second thought
to disaster preparedness
until disaster strikes.
Fortunately for patients
and staff at Providence
Health Care, emergency
preparedness is not an
afterthought.
Did you know
that every acute and
residential facility at
PHC has an Emergency
Preparedness
Committee?
These proactive
committees have been
dedicated to integrated
disaster planning for
more than a decade.
d’Vine recently asked
committee members
why they commit their
time to emergency
preparedness.
The best way to learn
is to be involved. Being
involved in EPP is one
way staff do their part to
help protect the people
they serve.
Comprised of various
clinical & support
leaders, educators, unit
coordinators, contracted
services: Paladin Security,
Aramark and Sodexo,
and representatives from
clinical support services
like Staffing, Facilities,
Laboratory, Pharmacy,
Voice Services and many
other departments, EPP
Committees discuss,
develop and implement
tools that will help PHC
staff cope with any
disaster situation.

Karen Wilson,
Barb Schoen,
“I make time for receptionist, Youville
coordinator,
distribution Pharmacy
EPP because our Residence: “Being a
part of our EPP Team
Services, St. Paul’s and
patients, and my has provided me the
Mount Saint Joseph
staff depend on opportunity to gain more
hospitals: “I make time
knowledge of emergency
for EPP because our
me/PHC to be
preparedness – it’s
patients, and my staff
prepared and
valuable for me not only
depend on me/PHC to
be prepared and step up
step up in case of at work, but also at
in case of an emergency
an emergency or home. Being ‘prepared’ is
powerful.”
or crisis.”
crisis.”
Among many other
By making time
things,
EPP subin their already jamBarb Schoen
committees
have taken
packed schedules to
coordinator,
be active members
distribution Pharmacy action on:
Services, St. Paul’s Hospital
• Developing plans to
of an EPP committee,
provide psychosocial
over 100 people across
support during
PHC have proven
the focus of most
disaster response and
their commitment
emergency preparedness
recovery.
to building a more
committees has been
•
Validating Code
resilient community.
to improve their site’s
Colour response
These champions for
Emergency Operations
procedures.
emergency preparedness
Centre, identify who will
•
Building teams to
recognize that all
be assigned which tasks
safely decontaminate
members of our
during an emergency
incoming patients
organization will have
response, and seek out
during a hazardous
a role to play in the
better ways to engage
substance response.
response to and recovery and inspire all staff to
from a disaster, and they
become more disaster
aspire to help through
resilient.
pre-planning,
mitigation and
advocacy.
Jo-Ann Tait,
site/operations
leader, Youville
Residence:
“Being a part of
the EPP team
helps me slow
down and think
about how we
can preventatively
put processes
in place so that
when situations
arise, we are not
scrambling.”
Over the
past year,
Members of Langara Residence’s Emergency Preparedness Team in 2011.

Warren Hart,
program director renal,
St. Paul’s Hospital: “Not
only do we owe it to our
patients to be prepared,
but also to our staff, our
families and ourselves.
How awful it would be
to have an incident and
afterwards to look back
and say, ‘If only I/we had
been better prepared.’”
On behalf of the
Providence Health Care
community, we thank
our EPP Champions
for their enthusiasm
and commitment
to preparedness and
resiliency.
If you work at
Providence Health Care
and are interested in
becoming involved with
emergency preparedness
activities please talk to
your operations leader
or contact: epclerk@
providencehealth.bc.ca.
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Providence Health Care Nurses Honoured with CRNBC Awards
Each year, the College
of Registered Nurses of
British Columbia honours
nurses within BC who
demonstrate outstanding
contribution to the
profession of nursing and
demonstrate excellence
in relation to CRNBC
Professional Standards.
Congratulations to
PHC’s award winners for
this year:
Award of Distinction in
Nursing - Sandra Lauck
(CNS Cardiac Program)
Presented to registered
nurses who have a broad

base of nursing experience
in more than one domain
of nursing (clinical practice,
education, administration,
research) and are
recognized experts.
Award of Advocacy
- Scott Harrison (Director
HIV/AIDS and Urban
Health)
Presented to registered
nurses who have made
outstanding efforts in
advocating for health
benefits to a specific
group.
Award of
Excellence in Nursing
Administration - Barb

Bedell (Practice Consultant)
and Cindy Lawlor
(Operations Leader Cardiac
Program)
Presented to
registered nurses who
demonstrate excellence in
administration of nursing
practice, nursing education
or nursing research.
Award of Excellence
in Nursing Education
- Jackie Forman (Clinical
Nurse Educator, CSICU)
Presented to registered
nurses who demonstrate
excellence in nursing
education in the nurses’
own work settings

(e.g., colleges, institutes,
universities or health care
agencies).
Rising Star Award
- Ruth Featherstone (RN –
Medicine Program – MSJ)
Presented to registrants
who graduated from an
education program leading
to initial entry to practice
within five years of the
deadline for CRNBC award
nominations. The recipients
will have exceeded the
expectations of their
employers or colleagues and
demonstrate excellence in
the nursing profession.

Award of Excellence
in Nursing Practice - Tilly
Schalkwyk (CNS Elder Care
Program – Residential
Care) and Pat Munro
(Clinical Nurse Educator,
ED)
Presented to registered
nurses who demonstrate
excellence in nursing
practice.
On behalf of all of
PHC, thank you to this
year’s winners for their
continued excellence
in nursing practice and
commitment to quality
patient care.

Providence Health Care Continues to Top the List of Best Places to Work in BC
Leading their industry in
recruitment and retention,
and offering exceptional
places to work, Providence
Health Care (PHC),
Vancouver Coastal Health
(VCH), the Provincial
Health Services Authority
(PHSA), and the Fraser
Health Authority (FHA)
have been recognized
as four of the province’s
leading employers. The
award, selected from
hundreds of organizations,
is part of an extensive
study to determine BC’s
Top Employers for 2012.
The health care
industry is one of BC’s
most exciting and
fastest-growing industries.
Health care careers
are varied, ranging
from highly specialized

positions to those that
involve basic personal
care. Through their work,
health care professionals
can positively impact
individuals, their families
and whole communities.
PHC was recognized for
providing employees
progressive work policies,
opportunities for growth,
and excellent benefits.
“Providence Health
Care puts a great deal
of effort into creating
not only an attractive
work environment for
our employees, but also
a unique culture that
fosters respect while
driving innovation,”
said Providence Health
Care President and CEO
Dianne Doyle. “To receive
this award four years in

a row is evidence of our
philosophy that caring for
patients begins with gifted
caregivers.”
If you are interested
in a career with PHC
visit our Careers

websites at http://www.
providencehealthcare.
org/PHCCareers/ and
like us on Facebook at
www.facebook.com.
phccareers.
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Infection
Control – You
Can Help
People go to hospitals to
recover from an injury,
a disease, or a condition
that could affect their
long-term health if they
did not receive medical
care and attention. The
last thing anyone in
this position wants is to
further tax their health
by having to fight off
additional germs and
viruses. Yet, without
proper attention to simple
infection control practices,
people can be exposed to
harmful organisms.

“Any place that
contains people in
close quarters is a good
candidate,” says Jim
Curtin, a registered nurse
and infection control
practitioner for Providence
Health Care. “But, hospitals
are also full of sick
people—there are bound
to be germs around.”
Modern facilities like
Mount Saint Joseph and
the other hospitals in the
Providence Health Care
system prioritize infection
protection and control
measures.
As early as the late
1950s, hospitals began to
adopt measures to stop
the spread of organisms,
by developing techniques
for identifying, containing
and eradicating outbreaks
of infectious organisms
based on how they spread.
“Our basic strategy
is to break the
connection between
the organism and
new hosts,” says Jim.
“We isolate infectious
patients from the rest
of the population, use
protective barriers,
including gloves,

The hospital
(also) implements
a cleaning and
disinfection
schedule, and
enforces a strict
hand hygiene
program for staff,
patients and
visitors.
isolation gowns and masks
for staff who have direct
contact with infected
patients.”
The hospital also
implements a cleaning
and disinfection schedule,
and enforces a strict hand
hygiene program for staff,
patients and visitors.
“An infectious
organism may
contaminate objects it
contacts,” says Jim, “so the
best way for everybody to
protect themselves is to
wash their hands often,
and always before eating.”
During the winter
and spring the two most
common organisms of
concern affect the gastrointestinal system causing
vomiting and diarrhea,
or the respiratory system
causing coughing, sneezing
and sore throats. These
symptoms create droplets
that can land on surfaces
that people touch.
Influenza, for example,
is highly contagious during
the 24-hour period before
symptoms emerge.
“Droplets from sneezes
can spread the disease
even before you know
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you have it,” says Jim,
“so it is a good idea to
always practice preventive
techniques such as
covering your sneeze or
cough and washing your
hands frequently.”
Jim distinguishes
between organisms spread
by droplets and organisms
spread by the “airborne”
route, which include
diseases like tuberculosis,
where the organism stays
suspended in the air and is
inhaled.
“It’s a good idea to visit
the hospital only when
you are healthy,” says Jim,
“and use the hand sanitizer
you will find throughout
the wards.”
Patients should feel
comfortable asking
visitors or staff if they have
washed their hands before
allowing physical contact.
Jim suggests that
everyone can help control
the spread of harmful
organisms by adopting
a few simple practices,
whether they are a patient,
a visitor to the hospital, or
simply a person wishing
to remain as healthy as
possible.
“Start with daily
personal hygiene, and
wash or sanitize your
hands frequently,” says Jim.
Health care professionals
also advocate vaccinations
for everyone.
“The most important
thing is to be aware of
how germs are spread and
take the measures to stop
their spread,” says Jim, “we
are all part of the health
care team.”

Infection
Prevention and
Control (IPAC)
plays an important
role in Providence
Health Care’s (PHC)
commitment to
patient safety, working
to prevent and control
the transmission of
health care associated
infections. This work
is carried out in
collaboration with
local, regional, and
provincial partners
through six key areas
of focus:
• Surveillance
(monitoring and
reporting health
care associated
infections).
• Case management
(working with
patients with
communicable
diseases to prevent
and control disease
transmission).
• Outbreak
management
(investigating
disease outbreaks
and putting control
measures into
place).
• Education (for
staff, patients and
visitors).
• Research.
• Policy and
procedure.
Questions about
Infection Prevention
and Control at PHC?
Contact us: 604-8069412.
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and Why You Should Follow @Providence_hlth?

Twitter is a “social” channel. It allows us to be able to
share health information online directly with you. It also
gives you an opportunity to respond and engage with us.
According to the New Study: How US Hospitals Use
Social Media, in the U.S., 83% of adults who are online
have used the Internet to access health information.
Through online tools like Twitter (or Facebook) we
can provide you with important, valid and local health
care information right from the source. Health is a
discussion we should all be involved in. You never know
– something we post or share could be of life importance
to you or a loved one.
Join Us Online
Follow our social media tools to keep up-to-date with
what is going on here at Providence Health Care and
connect with us about a wide range of health topics.
Twitter: https://twitter.com/#!/Providence_Hlth
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/
ProvidenceHealthCare.BC
What Are People Saying About Providence Health
Care?
In February there was a lot of event-sharing on
Twitter – including mention of St. Paul’s Own Your Own
Health Forum on Thyroid Disease, Lights of Hope, FEST,
heart month workshops and the AAA’s (the world’s
largest general scientific society) annual meeting being
held in Vancouver. Below, are some of the highlights.

Twitter Chatter
Becky Herrmann - Taking Angel home today!!
Beautiful view from his room at the hospital (St.
Paul’s Hospital). – Linked to a photo from a room at
the hospital.
Naomi Smienk - All was good , heart is healing well
and Dr.Keiss was beautiful in orange! (In reference to
a visit to St. Paul’s Hospital).
BC Centre for Excellence in HIV/AIDS - Checkout this
profile of Dr. Montaner in the Globe and Mail from
the AAAs meeting. - (Linked to an article about the
Annual General Meeting of the world’s largest general
scientific society, including our very own Dr. Julio
Montaner.)
Robin Winsor - Julio Montaner presenting results of
highly active antiretroviral therapy for HIV/AIDS.
What an inspiring science success story! - (Watching
Dr. Montaner’s presentation at the AAA conference).
Carin Anne Bondar - I just met [Dr.] Julio Montaner,
and completely started bawling. He provided such
amazing care to my dear brother, he is a hero.
HSABC (Health Sciences Association of BC) - [Quoting
a speaker at a VCH public meeting on trans-health
funding issues]: “Pharmacists at St. Paul’s Hospital
have saved my life. Twice.”

Holy Family Hospital Residents Enjoy Private SuperDog Show
Every summer
Vancouverites line up
for a chance to see the
SuperDogs at the PNE.
Wildly entertaining, these
skilled canines are one of
the most popular events
at the annual fair.
For residents at Holy
Family Hospital, they
recently received their
own private SuperDog
show, thanks to Dana
Gallagher and four of her
dogs. Dana is not only a
head trainer for the dogs,
but she is the daughter
of one of our residents at
Holy Family.

“The love of dogs
brings people together
and it makes me incredibly
happy to know that my
dogs help make people
laugh and smile. My dogs
love the visiting and the
attention as much as they
love the performance
and it shows in how they
eagerly interact with
everybody after the show.”

The PNE SuperDogs performed
for residents at Holy Family
Hospital.

Vancouver Happenings
(Georgia Straight events
listing) - Let’s Talk
About Thyroid Disease:
community forum tonight
features medical experts
from Providence Health
Care. - (Event info for St.
Paul’s Hospital Own Your
Health Forum).
St. Paul’s Hospital
Foundation - The
community gave $2.27
million to support St.
Paul’s Hospital during
the 2011 Lights of Hope.
Thank you!
Vancouver Coastal Health
- Congrats to our fellow
health authority winners
for being among BC’s
Top Employers – Fraser
Health, Providence Health
Care and PHSA. - (On all
four organization’s being
recognized as BC’s Top
Employers for 2012 by
MediaCorp Canada.)
WE WANT TO
HEAR FROM YOU
Send in your stories,
ideas, photos, thankyous and events (to a
maximum of 200 words
please) to share with staff
across Providence Health
Care.
Your submission may be
edited for length.
You can mail material to:
Communications
11th floor, Hornby
Ph: 604-806-8022
or email:
d’vine@providencehealth.
bc.ca

